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Image 2: Saskatoon sunset 

ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS: 
This Master's Degree Project (MDP) is an exploration into the phenomenon that is sport 

architecture. Throughout history, sport has provided an almost unparalleled source of 

inspiration and motivation, spanning generations, touching the hearts and minds of individuals, 

and uniting entire countries. The facilities which accommodate these events are no less 

important, often reaching iconic status in their communities, while becoming symbols of their 

region and images of popular culture. 

From the simple designs of the early Greeks, to the unmatched, iconic presence of the 

Romans, to the high technology of the present day, sport architecture has gone through a 

staggering transformation. The last century has seen the most change, especially in North 
America, as the design and location of sports facilities has been in constant flux, making them 

an interesting and challenging case study in architecture and urban design. 

Within the cultural context of Saskatchewan, the importance of both hockey and the arena 

have an unparalleled significance, creating a sense of community and pride in both the small 

town and the large city. Within the urban context of Saskatoon, the river and the downtown 

have a similar importance, providing both a natural and artificial meeting place in the heart of 

the city. 
Combining these in the design of a multi-purpose arena in the Saskatoon South 

Downtown will ultimately strive to achieve three things: 1) to combine history, technology, and 

sport in architecture, while 2) connecting the people of the city through program, and 3) linking 

the natural and urban landscapes through design. 

hockey 
passion 
community 
spectacle 
topography 
connection 
technology 
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The good o/ hockey game, is the best game you can name, 
And the best game you can name, is the good ol' hockey game. 

- Stomp/n' Tom Connors 

In the early 1980's, the City of Saskatoon was involved in an intense debate over the 

building of a new arena. The original 3000 seat Saskatoon Arena, built in 1927, was badly 

undersized and outdated and the city knew something had to be done. Council decided a 

multi-purpose facility was to be built, and the residents of Saskatoon were directly involved in 

determining its location. Two sites were instantly at the forefront in the bidding war, one in the 

city's north industrial area near the airport, and the other in the heart of the South Downtown, 

on the site of the existing Arena. In 1987, after an intense marketing period and over the 

objections of many business people, voters chose to locate the new facility in the city's north 

end, tearing part of the soul of the centre of the city, and forever affecting further development 

in the urban core. 

At the same time, Edmonton philanthropist Bill Hunter was putting in a bid to purchase 

the St. Louis Blues and bring them to Saskatoon. The story captured the attention of North 

America, and every news outlet was covering it. The Los Angeles Times sent a reporter to 

Saskatoon, and the both the Toronto Star and the Globe and Mail ran front page surveys 

asking "Should Saskatoon get an NHL team?" The results came back a resounding "Yes" 

(Hunter, 2000). Could an upstart group of prairie boys wrench an NHLfranchise from the heart 

of the American Midwest? (Hunter, 2000). The answer, of course, was no, but the hype 

created by Hunter helped to change the face of Saskatoon forever. 

Hotels were built, expanded, and renovated far from the downtown in the suburbs north of 

the city, in the great expectation of the Saskatchewan Blues. The design of the arena was also 

forever affected, as what could have been a simple, efficient, multi-functional building for junior 

hockey, turned into a big league facility in a small league market (Image 4). The necessary 

size of the facility was effectively doubled, raising both operating costs, and parking 

expectations, while losing the fragile intimacy and atmosphere of the old arena. Asking Image 4: Existing Sask Place 
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someone in Saskatoon in 1990 "how big is Saskatchewan Place", the answer was often 

"8,000, but it can be expanded to 16,000 if we get an NHL team". 

Today, the location and design of the facility continues to be a popular topic of 

conversation in and around Saskatoon, as almost everyone seems to have interesting 

questions and an educated opinion about the project. Because of this, the redesign of 

Saskatchewan Place provides an appealing topic in terms of both prairie architecture and 

urban design. 
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INTRODUCTION: 
The subject of this Master's Degree Project is the design of a multi-purpose athletic 

facility in the Saskatoon South Downtown. I do not intend for the facility to exist along with the 

present Saskatchewan Place, but I would like to revisit the issue, and design a facility free of 

politics, plebicites, and an unknown future. 

The first chapter will look at what hockey means to the people of Saskatchewan, how it 

is a winter religion and is often times used as a metaphor for life in the prairies. This will not 

be a scientific study based on hard fact, nor will it be a total account of all hockey in the 

province. It is more about what the game meant to me, my family, my town and my province. 

Talking to and reading about people who love hockey, or used to, or never did, helped me to 

better understand the root of all that is Saskatchewan, and why the hockey rink is often seen as 

the central icon and heart of the community. 

The second chapter focuses on the stadium and city, starting with the Olympic facilities 
of the Ancient Greeks (800BC) and finishing with the World Cup of Soccer in Korea/Japan 

(2002). This section will show the iconic importance of sports facilities through history, as 

issues such as size, scale and location continued to transform and evolve with changes in 

design ideals and cultural preferences. Other issues such as religion, world conflicts and 

fluctuations in the economy also greatly effected the stadium timeline, as the building of sports 

facilities often took a back seat to more important global concerns. The small town arena in 

Saskatchewan also went through a transformation over the last century, as both its design and 

location followed the similar trend set by larger facilities across North America. 

The third chapter looks at three precedents which have all had a profound impact on my 

MDP. The Olympic Stadium in Munich, the SkyDome in Toronto, and the Guggenheim 

Museum in Bilbao, have each influenced a different aspect of my work at both the urban and 

architectural level, and learning more about them will provide a greater understanding of my 

project. 

The fourth chapter consists of a site analysis beginning at a macro-scale with a brief 

history of the City of Saskatoon. From there, the city is broken down into individual areas, with 
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the main focus moving to the heart of the city, the downtown. It was, also broken down into 

individual components, such as landuse, parks and hard space, traffic patterns, and transit. 

The results show the importance of the site in both its urban and natural contexts, while also 

providing inspiration for the initial parti idea. 

Finally, the fifth chapter will look at the most important aspect of the project, the design. 

The initial partisketch developed in September was maintained through the entire process, 

providing a solid backbone and architectural language from conception, through development, 

to completion. The design itself is also broken down into individual components, each existing 

as a separate architectural entity, but in the end, combining to form a different way of thinking 

about sport architecture. 
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I 
IN 

"If you looked Prairie reality in the eye, you were too easily beaten". - Ken Dryden 

A. Introduction: 

When my dad, Jack Norris, talks about hockey growing up, he looks out the window 

of our farmhouse near Delisle, Saskatchewan, and remembers every detail of every 

moment like it was yesterday, and he's not alone. To ask any man or boy from 

Saskatchewan what hockey meant to them growing up, they almost all say the same thing 

"everything". The same could be said of many people from any town or city in 

Saskatchewan since the early 1900's. 

In the Prairies, the shear immensity of the land can be overwhelming. It seems a 

land more about separation and disconnection, and what tries to link it all together often 

times seems hopelessly overmatched (Dryden, 1989). To live there also seems to lack 

common sense, as the land and the winter are everywhere, but to the original prairie 

settlers when did anything ever really make sense? They are an improbable people in an 

improbable place (Dryden, 1989). 

The topography and climate quickly made people familiar with two things, farming 

and hockey (Image 5). While farming was the economic lifeblood of the province, it was 

hockey that provided everything else, such as exercise, companionship, and a sense of 

community (Image 6). 

B. My Town: 

I grew up in the seventies in the hockey hotbed of Delisle, Saskatchewan, a small 

town of 884, 42km SW of Saskatoon. Delisle officially became a town in 1913, and two 

years later, the town had already built a covered rink (Image 7). As Delisle grew, so did the 

Image 5: Growing up in Delisle, 1957 

Image 6: Delisle Pee-woes, 1940 

Image 7: The Old Rink, 1938 
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importance of the rink, and over the years, it continued to be repaired, renovated, and 

expanded. This attention to hockey eventually led to athletic success, as Delisle became the 

Senior Provincial Champions in 1927 (Image 8). This title took the small town of 550 all the 

way to Trail, BC for the right to play in the National Championship, an accomplishment 

unprecedented for a town of it's size in Canada. 

Delisle athletes also had great individual success as many went on to professional 

hockey careers, the most famous being the Bentley brothers. Doug Bentley began his career 

in 1939 with the Chicago Black Hawks, with his younger brother Max joining him the next 

season (Images 9 & 10). As the years passed, the legendary status of the Bentleys began to 

grow, and in 1946, Doug and Max combined with Winnipeg's Bill Mosienko to form the Pony 

Line, one of the most feared lines in hockey history. The next year, after leading the league in 

scoring and being named it's Most Valuable Player, Max, now known as "the Dipsy Doodle 

Dandy from Delisle", was traded to the Toronto Maple Leafs where he would win the Stanley 

Cup in three of the next four seasons. Both brothers were inducted into the Hockey Hall of 

Fame in the 1960's. 

Following on the success of the Bentleys, the 40's would see two other Delisle boys 

crack the NHL. Dick Butler suited up for the Chicago Black Hawks for seven games in 1947, 

while Jack Miller played seventeen games in 1949. Not until 1963 would another local kid 

crack the NHL, that being my Dad, Jack Norris. 

C. My Dad: 

Dad was born in the hamlet of Donavon, Saskatchewan in 1942, and it was there that 

he learned the importance of the game to himself and the community. "Life was simple back 

then", he says. "We'd do our chores in the morning, go to school, come home, and play 

hockey. We had a rink in our yard and everyday, all we'd want to do is play hockey" (Norris, 

2002). 

tin 

tr_nqn 9: Dnnq Eufltl.,", 1 

1927 

Image 10: Max Bentley, 1948 
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Weekends, though were a bit different. "Every Saturday was like the best day of your 

life. There'd be a curling bonspiel or something on in Donavon, and everyone would bring their 

kids, and we'd all just play hockey. Younger kids, older kids, girls, everybody, and it didn't 

matter if the sun was shining or it was a blizzard, we'd just play hockey" (Norris, 2002). 

Donavon didn't have a covered hockey rink back then, and the hamlet of twenty-five 

people still doesn't today. But in the 40's, they did have one covered sheet of curling ice and a 

lobby with a pot-bellied wood stove. It was there that the farm people from the surrounding 

area came together as a community. "In that lobby, there would always be something going on, 

they would watch curling or just sit and visit, and in the corner there would always be a card 

game too. Saturday was the only day everyone could get together. Christ, we'd work three 

days straight just to get in one good day of hockey" (Norris, 2002). 

Saturday nights were filled with more hockey. "There wasn't much else to do, no 

movies, no TV's, nothing. Me, my dad and my brothers, we'd always just sit at home and listen 

to Foster Hewitt on Hockey Night in Canada, and it was always the Leafs" (Norris, 2002). 

At 13, he quit school and just played hockey. He'd help his dad do chores all day on the 

farm, and when it came time to pick his brothers up from school, he'd go shovel the rink and 

play hockey. He'd play all week in Donavon with the kids after school, and eventually the team 

in Delisle (ten miles north) heard of 'this kid who could play some goal'. "There were no 

leagues or anything, but they did have an indoor rink. Geez, I remember the first time lever 

played there. I felt like I was in Maple Leaf Gardens" (Norris, 2002). 

As a 16 year old, after only one year of organized hockey, Dad made the Estevan 

Bruins of the Saskatchewan Junior Hockey League, and quickly started turning heads (Image 

11). The Boston Bruins of the National Hockey League took notice, and eventually called him 

up to play twenty-three consecutive games in 1963 (Image 12). "The first NHL game I ever 

saw was one that I played in" he said, and as he continued to play, the town followed him every 

step of the way (Norris, 2002). 

A trade would eventually land him in Chicago and his first game with the Black Hawks 

Image 11: Jack Norris, 1961 

Image 12: Jack Norris, 1963 
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happened to be a Saturday night showdown on Hockey Night in Canada against the Leafs. 

"Everyone back home listened to that game on the radio", he said, "and I shut them out 2-0" 

(Norris, 2002). The game virtually assured the Hawks a spot in the playoffs, and he was 

flooded with telegrams from allover Saskatchewan. "At that time, whenever I called home, all 

the neighbours would listen in, wanting to see how I was doing. I'd have to ask them to please 

get off the line so I could hear my Dad. Everyone just cared so much about hockey" (Norris, 

2002). 

Two more trades would eventually lead Dad to both the Montreal Canadians and 

expansion Los Angeles Kings, but he was never able to crack an NHL starting line-up for a full 

season. The rival World Hockey Association (WHA) established in 1972, proved to be his 

ticket to professional success, as two years with the Alberta Oilers and two more with the 
Phoenix Roadrunners saw him play in consecutive all-star games and gain the respect of 

shooters from around the league. He retired from professional hockey in 1976. 

D. Other Small Towns: 

In Saskatchewan at the time, stories like this were not isolated incidents. Recently, in 

Hockey Towns, The Story of Small Town Hockey in Canada, Bill Boyd traveled the country to 

see if hockey in the small town was still as important as it was when he was growing up. He 

visited a few towns and saw a few games, talking to players, ex-players, coaches, scouts and 

fans. They were all gracious, generous, and amusing, and the results rarely varied (Boyd, 

1998). 

In Indian Head, Ken McCabe talked about hockey in the sixties, and how it was the only 

show in town. "Hockey was a big attraction, back then you'd get six or seven hundred for a 

game, not just in Indian Head, but in other towns too. Winter was hockey and curling, that was 

it" (Boyd, 1998, p58). Fred Brown talks about the Indian Head prairie winter saying "it didn't 

matter if it was twenty or thirty below, we cleaned the ice and we played. But times have 
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changed. Back then, there was nothing else to do, no TV, no drinking, no dope to smoke. I 

think it's a lot harder on kids today" (Boyd, 1998, p62). 

In Bienfait, James Wrigley says that "small town hockey used to be the best thing 

going. It was what kept towns together and gave them their identity" (Boyd, 1998, p177). 

Now he worries that "there aren't enough players coming up with the same dedication to 

what he calls 'good old hockey' and because of that, the game might never be the same 

again" (Boyd, 1998, p177). 

In Estevan, Joe Watson talks about the challenges of growing up in a small prairie 

town compared to the city. "Farming out here was pretty tough", he says, "you had to work 

from sunrise to sunset, and it's the same with hockey, but at least hockey was a way out" 

(Boyd, 1998, p65). 

Not many ways out of this cold northern town, You work in the mill and get laid in the ground. 
If you're gonna jump it will be with the game, Real fast and tough is the only clear lane to the Big League. 

Tom Cochrane - Big League 

Back in the mid-1 900's, Saskatchewan kids made up a large percentage of NHL 

rosters. Maybe it was their tough Prairie mentality and history of hard work, or maybe it 

was the passion they felt in their hearts, every time they laced up a pair of skates, or maybe 

it was because it was a way out. Back then in the 1940's, hockey, like the ROMP, the 

military, and the priesthood, was that dreamed-of ticket to a bigger world. At that time, for 

many Saskatchewan kids like the Bentleys and my Dad, it was their only option. 

Today the chances of a kid from Saskatchewan playing in the NHL has become less 

and less. With the league now drawing talent from all over the globe, the number of players 

that actually get an NHL tryout are less than 1 in 10,000. But to most kids, is the 'big 

league' still the National Hockey League? More often now, kids dream of playing in the 

Western Hockey League (WHL), or receiving a scholarship to play American College 

(NCAA) hockey. But in rural Saskatchewan, many kids still dream of playing senior hockey 
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in their hometown. Craig Kickley of Bienfait knows this first hand. "When you're a kid, you'd 

look up to those players with stars in your eyes. It may sound crazy, but they were like gods. It 

must be hard for people from the cities to understand how important hockey is in places like 

Bienfait" (Boyd, 1998, p178). 

The roots of hockey have always been in the small towns, and it is these small towns 

which continue to sustain the game. In 1990, Saskatchewan had 459 indoor rinks, compared 

with only 116 in all of the Soviet Union, a country over 300 times it's size (Dryden, 1989). With 

only 850 settlements in Saskatchewan, that meant nearly half could claim a rink. Towns like 

Maymont, population 197, has a rink. So does Marquis, population, 97, and Brownlee, 

population, 89. To many people, none of this makes the slightest sense, but in Saskatchewan, 

it does (Dryden, 1989). 

E. Hockey in the City: 

A city in Saskatchewan is defined as a centre having 5,000 people or more, and many 

of these 'cities' have helped to play important roles in the development of hockey in the 

province. In centres such as Prince Albert, Moose Jaw, and Swift Current, the small town 

senior hockey club is replaced with a junior team from the Western Hockey League, and often 

it is the junior hockey club which gives the city it's identity. The Swift Current Broncos are one 

such example, as a city with a population base of only 15,000 can compete equally with a city 

the size of Seattle, population 2.5 million. 

Saskatoon and Regina, Saskatchewan's two largest cities, have two of the oldest and 
most respected junior hockey clubs in the country, the Blades and the Pats. In these centres, 

hockey has also always been a way of life, especially in Saskatoon, a city with almost twice as 

many indoor rinks as any other city in Saskatchewan. 

Today, minor hockey in Saskatoon continues to be as strong as ever, even with the 

continued growth of other sports such as soccer, basketball, and lacrosse, but this year is 
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exceptional. Saskatoon ranks second in Western Canada to only Vancouver, a city over five 

times its size, in available talent for the WHL bantam draft (Wolfe, 2002). One team in 

particular, the deep and mighty Saskatoon Barons, is drawing as much attention as any 

bantam team in the country, as ten players have been pegged as prospects for the upcoming 

draft (Wolfe, 2002). The most highly talked about is Keegan Dansereau, a 6', 170 pound 

grade nine student recently touted in Saskatoon's daily newspaper, The StarPhoenix, as "The 

Can't Miss Kid?" (Image 13). 

While the game on the ice hasn't changed much in the past fifty years, the game off the 
ice has, as talented kids like Dansereau are constantly "forced to navigate a minefield of hype 

and sky-high expectations" (Wolfe, 2002, Cl). Hockey agents are now a constant presence at 

games featuring 14 year olds, and Dansereau has already chosen representation, former 

Boston Bruin defenseman and Hall of Famer, Bobby Orr. And Orr isn't the only one taking 

notice. At the Baron's home opener, no fewer than 35 scouts lined up for rosters, all in an 

attempt to critique a game played by kids with the pressure of adults. 

The organized game of hockey sometimes seems to be more like a job than a sport to 
many young players today. When kids like Dansereau are asked what they think of today's 

game, the reply is often an unenthused comment on politics and red-tape, with many of the 

players wishing hockey's governing bodies would just let them play the game they love. 

F. The Future: 

The game in Saskatchewan has seen many changes over time, from the homemade 

back-yard rink, through the small town community outdoor rinks, to the existing multi-purpose 

Saskatchewan Place in Saskatoon, but through it all, the game itself has always survived. It 

has to survive, for if the small town rinks and the game itself were to disappear from rural 

Saskatchewan, so would many of the towns themselves. 

It would be nice to think that the game of hockey and the small town arena both run too 

Image 13: Keegan Dansereau, 2002 
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deep in Saskatchewan culture for their importance to be lost. Similar assumptions 

were also once made concerning the grain elevator and the family farm, both of which are now 

slowly going the way of the buffalo, showing how fragile our history really is. I hope the legend 

of Saskatchewan hockey does continue to grow, and I believe it will, as long as winters 

continue to stay cold and kids continue to dream. 
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II. THE STADIUM AND THE CITY: 
A. Introduction: 

Sports stadiums and arenas are many things to many people. To some, they are a form 

of unnecessary capital exploitation. To others, they are urban icons touching the lives of 

people economically, politically, and socially. To more still, they inspire the human spirit 

providing a tangible focus for community consciousness and social bonding. Regardless of 

personal opinion, large sports facilities continue to be torn down, renovated, and rebuilt all over 

the world, making them an interesting and challenging case study in architecture and urban 

design. 

No other building type can so powerfully touch the heart and mind of the common 

person. They are the cathedrals of our time, and are venues in which we share a sense of 

community and a common bond with our neighbour. They are symbols of a region, icons of 

popular culture, and billboards of technology, all attributes which demand presence (Sheard, 

2001). No one understood this more than the Greeks and Romans. 

B. History in Europe: 

The original sport facilites were built in ancient Greece for Olympic competitions as 

early as the eighth century BC (Geraint, 2001). These stadiums designed for foot races, were 

usually U-shaped and cut out of hillsides so that the sloping banks of seats could be formed 

naturally (Image 14). If a valley could not be found, the site was often excavated and the 

athletic surface lowered, creating an unassuming formation of shallow tiers. The civic 

importance of these facilities in Greek life was most evident in Olympia, as a facility able to 

hold 45,000 spectators was sited in the heart of the city. 

Roman culture was the next society to have a passion for large scale events, but their 

interest was more focused on gladiators and mortal combat and not in athletics. To 

accommodate this spectacle, the Romans developed a new amphitheatrical form; an elliptical 

Image 14: Athletics stadium 
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arena surrounded on all sides by high-rising tiers enabling the maximum number of spectators 

a clear view (Geraint, 2001). It was here where the term "arena" was originally used, as it's 

derivation came from the Latin word meaning "sand", the blood absorbing surface on which 

the events took place (Geraint, 2001). 

The most impressive of these venues was the Colosseum in Rome (82), which used the 

sectional form of the theatre, but completely surrounded the arena (Image 15). The 

Colosseum was constructed with such excellence in engineering, theatre, and art, that it's 

magnificence in creating atmosphere and spectacle has seldom been matched (Geraint, 

2001). In fact, it was the Romans who were the first to acknowledge the importance of 

spectacle in large-scale entertainment. Similar to present day theatre, they understood the 

significance of an event beginning long before the arrival of the actors and the rising of the 

curtain. The Colossuem is proof of this, with it's impressive location in the city core, and iconic 

presence from a distance, proving them correct in stating "bread nourished the body, but 

spectacle nourished the spirit" (Sheard, 2001, p ix). 

After Christianity swept through Europe, society switched it's emphasis to the building 

of religious structures rather than places of recreation and entertainment. The results saw the 

construction of sports stadiums and amphitheatres being put on hold for over fifteen hundred 

years. 

The nineteenth century saw a rebirth of the stadium as a building type, with both the 

Industrial Revolution of the mid 1800's and the revival of the Olympic movement in 1896 

(Geraint, 2001). Together, these events helped to create the first modern day large-scale 

stadium in Athens (1896) locating it on the same site as the original stadium built twenty-two 

centuries earlier (Image 16). 

C. North America: 

The 1900's saw stadium and arena design begin to accelerate in North America, with 

Image 15: The Colosseum 

Image 16: Olympic Stadium 
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construction normally occurring between major wars and economic depressions. Pre-World 

War I saw the building of the first large baseball stadiums, such as Wrigley Field in Chicago 

(1912) and Fenway Park in Boston (1914) (Image 17), making these facilities interesting 

precedents in terms of location, size, and scale. At Fenway, it's relatively small size (34,000), 

siting in the heart of an existing neighbourhood, and odd shape conforming to the built 

environment, all make it an icon in Boston and a great venue to be in and around on game day. 

The return home of the servicemen was met with the building of massive collegiate 

football stadiums, such as Ohio Stadium in Columbus (1922), and Michigan Stadium in Ann 

Arbor (1927) (Image 18). Both these facilities began to define the new trend in football 

stadium design, which saw huge oval stadiums built on campuses, cashing in on the immense 

popularity of American college football. 

At this same time, arena design was beginning to redefine itself, with increases in 

technology and the formation of the National Hockey League. Technology allowed for spans to 

cover greater distances resulting in longer, unobstructed viewlines to the playing surface. The 

popularity of the NHL in the East was also increasing, creating a greater demand for larger 

venues. Beginning with The Forum in Montreal (1924), all original six teams constructed new 

indoor facilities, each with a maximum capacity around 15,000. Facilities such as the Olympia 

in Detroit (1927), the Boston Garden (1928), and Maple Leaf Gardens (1931) in Toronto 

(Image 19), all became urban symbols, as their downtown locations and important status in the 

community turned them into cultural icons. 

The great depression and World War II then put the building of stadiums and arenas on 

hold until the 1960's when a new breed of architecture and urban design ideals emerged. The 

popularity of the automobile was beginning to put previously unprecedented parking pressures 

on downtown facilities. As a result, suburban areas, far from the downtown core, were now 

becoming more common for stadium construction, as ample parking and low taxes were 

helping to draw life out of the heart of the city. Facilities such as Dodger Stadium (1962) 

(Image 20) and the Great Western Forum (1967), both in Los Angeles, were examples of this 

Image 17: Fenway Park 

Image 18: Michigan Stadium 

Image 19: Maple Leaf Gardens 
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growing urban trend, one that became amplified with the growing popularity of professional 

sports. 

Domed stadiums dominated the next generation, and with the new technology, the size 

and scale of the buildings grew to monstrous proportions. Similar design ideas were used in 

facilities such as the Astrodome in Houston (1965) (Image 21), the Superdome in New 

Orleans (1975), and the Kingdome in Seattle (1976), all resulting in cold, placeless, concrete 

structures, creating unsustainable holes in the urban fabric. At the same time, intimacy and 

atmosphere were also lost, as the multi-purpose component of the design resulted in the 

spectators being a greater distance away from the field of play. 

Canadian cities also began to build larger stadiums, with the awarding of the 1976 

Summer Olympics to Montreal, and the 1978 Commonwealth Games to Edmonton. Olympic 

Stadium in Montreal followed the trend of the early seventies, producing a multi-purpose 

concrete bowl, resulting in one of the least popular stadiums in professional sports. 

Commonwealth Stadium in Edmonton proved to be an exception in this generation, as it's 

clean, sophisticated design, is still revered across North America for it's simple elegance 

(Image 22). 

The expanding popularity of professional hockey leagues in Edmonton and Vancouver, 

and the awarding of the 1988 Winter Olympics to Calgary, both created a greater demand for 

larger arenas in Western Canada. The Pacific Coliseum (1967), Skyreach Centre (1974), and 

the Pengrowth Saddledome (1983), are all located on their cities exhibition grounds, utilizing 

existing parking, infrastructure, and access to public transit. Skyreach and the Pacific 

Coliseum are also both very similar in size, scale and design, as their maximum occupancies, 

points of entry, and concrete exterior facades, all show an incredible similarity (Images 23 & 

24). 

The next generation saw smaller Western Canadian cities building far from the urban 

core, such as Saskatchewan Place (1988) in Saskatoon, and the ENMAX Centrium (1991) in 

Red Deer. Their design, focusing mainly on multi-functionality and future expansion, resulted in Image 22: Commonwealth Stadium 
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building volumes almost twice as large as required, increasing operating costs and losing 

valuable intimacy. 

Recently, shared building uses, open public spaces, and increases in technology have 

become the most prominent features in arena architecture. Multi-use development featuring 

residential, commercial, and retail spaces, is pushing the stadium to be more than a structure 

which holds spectators, but to act as an urban connection and icon in the city context. 

Increases in exterior public spaces respond to the future of cities and the lack of available 

open space, resulting in the minimizing of building footprints and maximizing of building 

volume. Finally, technology, both in terms of construction and mass media, is having a huge 

impact in changing the face of sport. Stronger and lighter building materials have allowed 

longer roof spans and almost limitless unobstructed views, resulting in previously unexplored 

architectural possibilities. Technological advances in communications have seen the greatest 

progress in the industry, as television and Internet coverage of sporting events has raised the 

expectations of spectators, who now feel the need to be constantly bombarded with digital 

entertainment, even while sitting in their seats. 

The accumulation of the above characteristics, has often resulted in the most important 

aspects of the arena being lost, those being atmosphere and the feeling of place. Respecting 

and maintaining the ambiance of legendary sporting facilities, such as the Forum in Montreal 

and Lambeau Field in Green Bay is of primary importance to both designers and spectators, 

as much of the power and feeling of home is quickly being lost in the modernization process. 

Many of these characteristics are clearly visible in the Toronto SkyDome (1989), the 

world's first retractable roofed stadium (Image 25) (see Precedents). This facility was one of 

the first to become more than just a sports facility, with the inclusion of services such as a hotel, 

restaurants, and luxury suites; amenities which are now all becoming more commonplace in 

stadium design. Unfortunately, the SkyDome was also built at the end of a 'larger than life' 

trend in stadium architecture, one which saw volume and maximum capacity as two of the 

most important characteristics in design. 

Image 23: Pacific Coliseum 

Image 24: Skyreach Centre 

Image 25: SkyDome 
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Soon after, stadium and arena architecture changed again, this time returning to the 

downtown, the idea of single purpose, and the reduction in total capacity. Baseball parks such 

as Jacobs Field (1992) (Image 26) in Cleveland became baseball only, and the close site lines 

resulted in a new generation of facilities which were now small and full, and not huge and 

empty. 

D. Recent Trends: 

The last ten years has seen stadium and arena construction spread at an alarming rate, 

as cities such as Montreal and Toronto both recently replaced their legendary old hockey 

arenas with new state-of-the-art facilities. The Centre Bell (1996) (Image 27) in Montreal and 

the Air Canada Centre (1999) in Toronto are both located in the urban core, helping to bring 

important nightlife back to the heart of the city. Both facilities also exploit the luxury box and 

high technology, while at the same time, maintain an intimate atmosphere through highly 

vertical seating. 

"If you build it, they will come"— Field of Dreams 

The role of the sports facility is also continuing to change, as cities are now using 

stadiums and arenas as bargaining chips to bring professional sports teams and international 

competitions to their cities and countries. In the NHL, these trends have seen twenty-three of 

the thirty franchises building new facilities, all since 1992. The same is true on a world scale, 

as the recent World Cup of Soccer in Korea/Japan saw the construction of twenty-one new 

stadiums for the three week event, putting unprecedented demands on the cities to sustain 

these facilities long after the event has gone. 

Image 26: Jacobs Reid 

Image 27: Centre Bell 
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E. Saskatchewan: 

The hockey arena in Saskatchewan followed a much more simple, utilitarian, design 

pattern, with the original transformation from outdoor to indoor beginning in the early part of the 

century. Small scale arenas began to appear in larger centres all over the province, consisting 

mostly of barn-like structures and glorified sheds. In most cases, the construction consisted of 

simply covering the existing outdoor rink, resulting in the new indoor facilities maintaining their 

locations in the heart of the town. 

After WW II, technology moved almost every rink in Saskatchewan indoors, and it was 

then that hockey really began to boom. Towns all over Saskatchewan were building tin and 

wood quonset-shaped rinks, most using ribbed-vault construction and volunteer labour, and 

crisening them 'Memorial Arenas', honoring their past the best way they knew how (Dryden, 

1989) (Image 28). 

A generation later, the late sixties saw the reaffirming of the commitment to the game, 

with the emergence of 'Centennial Arenas', simple steel warehouse style buildings, which 

maintained the simplicity and functionality already well-known in Saskatchewan architecture 

(Image 29). Many of these rinks were built new, oftentimes changing location to the fringe 

areas of the community, again lowering property taxes and allowing for more parking. 

Unfortunately, at the same time, the change also took focus away from the heart of the town, as 

many residents could no longer simply put on a coat and walk to the rink. 

F. Summary: 

Beyond location and physical design, the mere presence of sports facilities in many 

communities allover the world continues to demand attention. In larger cities, the sports 

stadium is often the only place where residents can feel a sense of community, urban pride, 

and the inclusion of being part of something important. In the small Canadian town, it is the 

Image 29: Dolisle Centennial Arena 
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hockey rink which provides these same feelings. Because of this, the roots of the arena are 

firmly planted in all communities, especially in the Saskatchewan. 
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III. PRECEDENTS: 
The three projects I have chosen to investigate have each had a profound influence on 

the design of my MDP. The following descriptions of each project highlights their importance 

both in the field of architecture and in my facility, and a greater understanding of them, will 

provide a greater understanding of my project. 

A. Olympiastadion (Olympic Stadium): 

This stadium, designed by Frei Otto and Gunter Behnisch, was built for the 1972 

Summer Olympics in Munich, Germany. (Image 30). Located in the heart of Munich's Olympic 

Park, the facility consists of a non-iconic, orthodox seating bowl (seating 74,000) imbedded in 

an artificially created hollow located below grade. The man-made landscape, created using 

rubble cleared from the city after World War II, allows for this massive but subtle design 

intervention to occur. The result sees most of the facility disappear into the undulating 

topography, with only a portion of the raised grandstand projecting above grade. 

The most impressive aspect of the stadium design is the roof, consisting of a series of 

translucent panels in a saddle-shaped wire net. This design creates a continuous floating 

plane above the landscape, flawlessly blending in with the surrounding topography (Image 31). 

Through it's absence of walls, the roof also creates a series of intimate and transparent 

exterior spaces between itself and the other facilities on the site, helping tosuccessfully marry 

the stadium to both it's natural and artificial surroundings. 

The support given to the architect's courageous idea was an expression of the political 

and intellectual reorientation taking place in Germany in the 1960's (Big Buildings, 2003). 

Since then, the tent roof has become an internationally acclaimed architectural symbol, not just 

of the city of Munich, but of a new and democratic Germany (Big Buildings, 2003). The result 

has made Olympiastadion the second-most visited tourist attraction in all of Munich. 

Image 30: Olympiastadion 

Image 31: Olympiastadion aerial view 
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B. SkyDome: 

The SkyDome (1989) in Toronto, designed by Rod Robbie and Michael Allen, was the 

world's first fully-retractable roofed stadium (Image 32). Billing itself as the 'World's Greatest 

Entertainment Centre', the facility was an instant international success, attracting millions of 

visitors in it's first year. At the same time, it raised the bar of multi-functionality to staggering 

heights, with the inclusion of luxury boxes, a 30m wide video screen, a multiplex cinema, a 

shopping centre, a miniature golf course, and a hotel. It's location beside the CN Tower on the 

Toronto waterfront, also helped to make it an instant icon in the heart of the downtown 

entertainment district. 

While the SkyDome was seen as a miracle of modern engineering and technology, it 

was also built at the end of a trend in stadium design which put size and scale before intimacy 

and atmosphere. The use of over 100,000 cubic metres of concrete rising over 30 stories, 

creates a cold, unexciting environment where spectators are made to feel more like customers 

than participants (Chatham, 1999). The complete circular seating configuration with a 

maximum capacity of over 67,000, also denied patrons views out of the stadium to both Lake 

Ontario and the downtown, creating a massive, placeless void in the urban context. 

C. Guggenheim Museum (Bilbao): 

The Guggenheim Museum (1997) in Bilbao by Frank Gehry is one of the most 

important ingredients in the revitalization plan of the city of Bilbao and the Basque region of 

Spain (Image 33). The museum has already had a huge impact on the recession-plagued 

economic structure of the area, creating instant international tourism and iconic recognizability 

on the world stage. 

Architecturally, both the materiality and form of the building were built upon the rich 

history of Bilbao, both as a city shaped by the curves of the river, and its strong history in steel 

Image 32: SkyDome 

Image 33: Guggenheim Museum 
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fabrication and shipbuilding. Gehry recognized the power of these local forms, making them 

building blocks for his design, and then manipulating them to create a new metaphor for the 

city (Modigliani, 1999). 

Located on the banks of the Bilbao River at the entrance into the heart of the city, the 

museum acts as an intimate connection between the natural and urban environments, 

providing a visual link between the adjacent historic city centre and the river. This relationship 

serves to intimately connect both landscapes, creating a heightened sense of spectacle long 

before entry. 
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I - I 
A. The City: 

Saskatoon is the major centre in Saskatchewan, located near the middle of the 

province, and in the heart of Western Canada. Settlers from Ontario founded the city in 1883, 

choosing the site because of it's ideal location for ferry and steamboat traffic, on a big bend in 

the South Saskatchewan River. (Image 34). Today, Saskatoon has a population of 225,000 

people, and it continues to serve as the main trading centre in central Saskatchewan. 

The city itself is bisected by the river, and divided into five main areas; the downtown, 

the west side, the east side, the north end, and Sutherland (Image 35). The east side along 

the river is home to the University of Saskatchewan, while the airport and the existing 

Saskatchewan Place are located in the north end. 

The major vehicular connector is Circle Drive, the main mode of circulation connecting 

most of the city. This project was never fully completed, leaving Idytwyld Drive, which cuts 

straight through the heart of the downtown, as the main connection for areas south of the river. 

B. The Downtown: 

The downtown site analysis has been documented in three sections. The first consists 

of an objective and quantitative graphic study focusing on existing built form, roadways, 

elevation changes, vegetation, and sun and wind patterns (see page 26, Images 36-41). The 

• second section interprets the core in four main areas: i) landuse, ii) parks, pedestrians and 

hard space, iii) traffic and entry points, and iv) transit (see page 27, 1mage542-45). The third 

combines the previous information into a final drawing titled 'opportunities and constraints' 

(see page 28, Image 46). 

L Landuse: 

The Saskatoon Downtown is divided into five main areas; they are the retail core, 

image 34: Saskatoon air photo ® 

Image 35: Saskatoon areas 
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Image 36: Built form 

Image 39: Vegetation 

Image 37: Roads/paths 

Image 40: Sun path 

Image 38: Contours (0.5m) 

Image 41: Wind pattern 
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Image 46: Opportunities and constraints 
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mixed-use commercial, residential office, the south downtown, and the warehouse service 

sector (Image 42). 

The retail core (1) is the most important shopping area in the city, and conists primarily 

of two pedestrian friendly areas. The first is twenty-first street, running east and west between 

Midtown Plaza and the Bessborough Hotel. The other is second avenue, running north and 

south between twentieth and twenty-fourth streets. The infrastructure currently consists of a mix 

of office, business, and residential uses on the upper floors, while grade is primarily occupied 

by retail and service companies. 

The mixed-use commercial area (2), which surrounds the retail core, is intended for a 

mix of businesses including office, retail, and services, as well as residential development. 

The residential office area (3), located just west of the river, provides not only residential 

use, but also a variety of office and institutional services which complement the riverbank. 

The South Downtown (4) is the site for my MDP and will be covered under it's own 

heading (The Site) at the end of this chapter. 

The Warehouse Service area (5) to the north is an excellent opportunity to attract 

different types of residential and entertainment uses, as it's historical buildings provide a 

possibility for development not available in other areas of Saskatoon. 

ii. Parks, Pedestrians, and Hard Space: 

The park and green space along the river is the downtown's most attractive urban 

component (Image 43). The area is controlled by the Meewasin Valley Authority (MVA), a 

governing body given the responsibility of maintaining the natural landscapes in the city. 

Currently on the west side of the river, the park space runs completely through the downtown, 

stopping at my site, then picking up again and continuing further west. The ongoing 

preservation of this park system is vital, as it provides a natural link between the downtown, the 

river, and the city as a whole. 

The existing pedestrian and cycling routes are a major part of this green space, as 
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paved trails exist from north to south on both sides of the river. Pedestrian and cycling friendly 

areas are also proposed for the second avenue shopping district, leading from the north 

directly into the site, strengthening the north-south access of the downtown. 

Hard space plazas and focal points are also important image components which define 

the spatial and qualitative character of the downtown and it's buildings. Currently, open plazas 

act as focal points in the downtown, the most successful of these being the area near 

Saskatoon City Hall, 4 blocks north of the site. 

iii. Traffic and Entry Points: 

The city's street system ensures that the core can efficiently accommodate vehicle 

traffic into and through the downtown. The main entry point from the south is IdyIwyld Bridge, 

which enters the core just west of the site (Image 44). This six lane freeway successfully feeds 

into an arterial connection creating edges around the downtown, and entry points from the east 

and west. A collector road system provides access to the downtown through a series of minor 

entry points from the north and the Traffic Bridge. These entry points into the core are 

important, as they provide strong image definition as gateways into the downtown through the 

existing streetscapes, strengthening it as a special destination point and employment centre. 

iv. Transit: 

The downtown has always been a principal hub for public bus transit in the city, with the 

main focus of operations being the Downtown Transit Terminal (Image 45). This urban node is 

conveniently located only four blocks north of the site on twenty-third street, between second 

and third avenues. The main mode of access to this terminal from across the river are the 

Broadway and IdyIwyld Bridges, with all routes stopping within a block of the site. 
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C. The Site: 

My site, known as the Saskatoon South Downtown, is a 52,000 square metre area 

strategically located one block south of the retail urban core (Image 47). To the west, it is 

bordered by the IdyIwyld Drive, the main access into the downtown from the south, and to the 

east by Saskatoon's original bridge, the Traffic Bridge. The most attractive and appealing 

feature of the site is it's convenient location on the northern banks of the South Saskatchewan 

River. 

The site was originally home to the Saskatoon Arena, a 3000 seat hockey rink built in 

1927. Two buildings from the same era also currently exist on the site, those being the former 

Board of Education Building and the Royal Canadian Legion (Image 48). 

In 1988, the Arena was torn down leaving a two block gap between the riverbank and 

the downtown core. Even though it's been fifteen years, the site is still often affectionately 

referred to as the 'old arena site'. 

New building began in the South Downtown in 1995, when an eleven story residential 

tower was put on the same location as the old Arena, adding some much needed density to 

the core and attempting to create a catalyst for development. Unfortunately, this highrise has 

been the only development on the site in the last seventy-five years. 

Image 48: Site perspective facing east 

Image 47: Aerial site photo, 1998 
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I 
From the beginning, the big idea for this project was to create a connection, connecting 

people in the community through program, and connecting the natural and urban landscapes 

through design. Using precedents and information collected from the site analysis, an 

architectural idea quickly began to express itself. 

A. The Site; 

Conceptually, the project began at an urban scale, guided by the importance of creating 

a north-south line of axis along second avenue. The strength of the east-west connection along 

twenty-first street has already been created, between the Bessborough Hotel and Midtown 

Plaza. These anchors have turned twenty-first street into a popular, pedestrian-friendly site in 

the downtown. Creating a similar axis to the south through iconic imagery, would help in 

extending the retail boundaries of the core, better connecting the urban fabric with the 

riverbank (Image 49). 

The connection of the site in and east-west direction along the river is also important, 

both for vehicles and pedestrians. For vehicular traffic, Spadina Cresent West would be 

extended under IdyIwyld Drive and through the site, connecting with second avenue to the north 

and Spadina Cresent East (see CAD site plan). This connection would open up the entire 

area west of ldylwyld Drive for future development, while the two city blocks formerly occupied 

by the Queen Elizabeth Power Station, could provide much needed parking for the arena and 

it's surrounding amenities. This intervention would also allow for separate drop-off points on 

three sides of the facility, creating an ease of vehicular flow around the arena. 

To importance of both the north-south connection and the drop-off points, and the 

creating of an urban icon, did not allow for the re-use of the two, older existing buildings on the 

site. The lack of historical value, poor location, and deteriorating condition of both the Board 

of Education Building and the Royal Canadian Legion effectively stalled the design process, 

leaving their removal the only feasible solution. 

I 
Image 49: Proposed connection 

using existing built form 
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The pedestrian path along the river would also be extended, allowing for the 

continuation of the path system and green space through the site. This link would provide a 

continuous connection between important recreational areas such as Kinsmen Park to the 

north and Riversdale Pool to the west. 

The existing residential highrise built in 1995, would be maintained on the site, acting 

as the catalyst for further residential design as it was initially intended. These facilities would 

help aid in the revitalization process, providing much needed density in the urban core. 

Directly to the east of the arena is an outdoor artificial ice hockey rink in the winter and 

skateboard park in the summer (Image 50). The rink, which would be serviced by both the 

arena Zamboni and artificial ice plant, would have a long season allowing outdoor hockey in 

the warmer temperatures of spring and fall. It would also have an exciting atmosphere, 

especially on event days, as pick-up players would have the chance to play under the lights in 

front of thousands of spectators, even if only for a short time. The sheet itself would also serve 

as a constant reminder of the roots of the game to the people of Saskatoon, as both 

pedestrian and vehicular traffic would be able to see hockey played outdoors in the heart of the 

city. 

In the off-season, the outdoor rink would become a skatepark, filling the summertime 

need for a skate facility in the city, and bringing youth into the downtown after school and on 

weekends. This concrete park is also in clear view of vehicular traffic from both Spadina 

Cresent East and the Traffic Bridge, providing a constant element of security and survellance 

for the city. 

A seasonal covered dock would be located south of the arena on the riverbank, 

providing a home for summer river activities such as rowing, canoeing, and dragon boating. 

The dock would also stage concerts and other entertainment with the natural topography of the 

riverbank providing comfortable, park-like tiered seating. 

Image 50: Site plan sketch 
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B. Program: 

West Building: 

Hotel: 

East Building: 

Gross Area (m2) 

3233 

Fitness Centre: 1125 
Saskatchewan Sports Hall of Fame: 522 
Sports Bar: 3981 
Outdoor Rink Change Facilities: 225 

Arena (above grade): 

Entry Lobby: 
Ticket Office and Administration: 
Washrooms and Concessions: 
Luxury Suites: 
Seating: 
Total Concourse: 
Vertical Circulation: 

Arena (below grade): 

Change Facilities: 
Support Rooms (Equipment, Media, Medical) 
Mechanical: 
Storage: 
Hospitality: 
Athletic Surface: 
Seating Bowl: 

Total Building Footprint: 

562 
228 
774 
962 
955 
4046 
122 

925 
276 
715 
1623 
200 
1526 
2042 

10448 
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Image 51: Site sections 

C. The Seating Bowl: 

Looking at the sectional qualities of the site provided design information and inspiration 

regarding the topographies of both the natural and urban environment (Image 51). Their similar 

geographies exuded a natural, undulating flow, providing a logical extension of the river valley 

into the downtown (Image 52). This intervention led to a gradual, unassuming elevation along 

the river, and a more vertical, urban elevation facing the downtown. 

This initial parti sketch left little space for seating above grade, resulting in the main 

seating bowl being sunken to same level of the river to the south. This allows for more than half 

of the facility to be below ground, creating an impressive inner volume, but with minimal 

exterior façade, an appealing design consideration given it's riverside location. 

Most arenas built today have a continuous, standard, oval seating bowl, providing great 

site lines, but aiding in the monotony and placelessness of the arena and it's individual seats. 

Image 52: Section parti Image 53: Delisle Bruins 
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Image 56: View from standing room Image 57: View from the cheap seats 

My first gesture was to create a horseshoe seating configuration, maximizing both the prime 

seating locations along the sides of the arena, and leaving a void for vehicular access and 

ease of transformation between shows. During sporting events, the open end would be used 

as a temporary children's play area, giving supervising parents a great standing room view of 

the event, and providing children access to the athletes as they enter the playing surface. This 

plays on a small town tradition in Saskatchewan, as the access to the locker rooms, often sees 

the players walking through crowds of kids, quelling the impression of the athletes as 

untouchable and larger than life (Image 53). 

The inspiration for the design for the rest of the seating bowl came from two things. The 

first is a velodrome and it's steep-banked corners, rising like an eyebrow above the lower-

banked straightaways (Image 54). The second is a swooping pattern of seat colour, using the 

blue and gold of the facilities main tenant, the Saskatoon Blades (Image 55). Combined, 

these elements aid in the interior of the facility exuding a sense of movement and speed, even 

when it is completely empty. 

By fracturing the seating bowl, the separate elements also have different viewing angles 

and verticalities not achievable if they were unified. This allows the seats in the end of the rink 

to be more steep, much like the velodrome, creating a feeling of being right on top of the ice. 

The oddity of the shape of the differing sections also gives each area it's own identity and 

characteristics, making sitting in one section of the arena much different than sifting in any 

other (Images 56, 57 and 58). 

Image 54: Velodrome as seating 

precedent 

Image 55: Seat colours 

Image 58: View from the goal crease 
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Image 59: Taylor Field 

D. The Grandstand: 

The natural rise in the sectional sketch provided a logical location for a grandstand 

facing the river. This intervention increases the capacity of the facility, while also creating a 

boundary on the north side of the playing surface. At the same time, both the iconic imagery of 

the grandstand and the public perception of the sports facility, plays upon a prairie architectural 

language already developed by stadiums such as Taylor Field in Regina (Image 59). 

This image, similar to many other sports stadiums around the world, provides an instant 

sectional identification with sport and the importance of the stadium in the city. Many buildings 

in architecture are designed in section, but stadium grandstands are one of the only topologies 

which can actually be read in section, giving it a strength and impressiveness in the landscape. 

A quote from H. G. Bissinger's book "Friday Night Lights", about High School Football in the 

state of Texas, shows the symbolic importance of both the imagery of the stadium and of 

football in Texas. 
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'Turning around again, heading north on Grandview back into those plains, there is a feeling 
of driving into the fathomless end of the earth. And then it rises out of knowhere, two 
enormous flanks of concrete with a sunken field in between. Gazing into that stadium, 
looking up into those rows that can seat twenty thousand, you wonder what it must be like on 
a Friday night, when the lights are on and the heart and soul of the town pours out over that 
field, across those endless plains" - (Bissinger, 1990, p xii). 

When designing the grandstand, a comparison of sectional qualities was made 

between the seating arrangements of an arena and a theatre, the results showing both being 

very similar. 'The theatre design has a more gradual lower seating bowl, creating a greater 

distance for the spectators from the focal point (the stage), and allowing lower seating angles 

in the balconies. If the distance of the balconies from the focal point was less, the upper seats 

would have to be designed at a steeper angle, to allow for a more clear view for all spectators. 

The general rule of thumb is that riser heights should allow for 10cm or more of sight-line 

clearance on a two row basis (Jewell, 1978) (Image 60). 

Because of the theatre section comparison, a twenty-five degree angle was chosen to 

increase the distance from the playing surface, allowing for more vertical height and capacity 

of the grandstand above grade. Because of this, two levels of luxury boxes were added, and 

to allow for greater revenue in the facility, while still leaving enough vertical space for an upper 

section of seating. The steepness of the upper section was increased to forty degrees, 

allowing for the proper viewing angles of the focal point, and giving the 'cheap seats' a feeling 

of being close to the action. 

Combing the seats in both the seating bowl and the grandstand gives the facility a total 

capacity of 5000 for hockey, 6000 for basketball, and 7000 for concerts (plus the hotel, sports 

bar and standing room). This capacity makes it a mid-size facility comparable to other cities 

it's size such as Kelowna, allowing for the possiblilty of hockey sellouts while still attracting 

large entertainment acts. 

Below grade, the permanent seating of the grandstand contains the change facilities for 

Image 60: Required site lines 
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Image 61: Structure parti 

all permanent users of the arena, such as the Saskatoon Blades (Western Hockey League), 

the Saskatchewan Hawks (International Basketball Association), the University of 

Saskatchewan Huskies (Canadian Interuniversity Sport), and all visiting teams. This location 

allows for the close proximity for athletes to both the arena floor and player benches, while also 

giving a feeling of permanence located in the heart of the structure. 

E. The Roof: 

The original sketch also shows the importance of the roof as the main element of 

design, as the continuation of the natural landscape creates interesting opportunities in terms 

of structure and space. The creation of a schematic structural design showed the architectural 

strength of the structure in section while still maintaining the natural flow of the urban and 

natural landscapes (Image 61). From this schematic design, a curved open-web-steel-joist 

(OWSJ) structure was chosen as the main support for the facility, as it's thin structural 

members give the appearance of strength in lightness. The first of these long spanning 

structures extends the full width of the ice surface, lower seating bowl, and grandstand, 

creating unobstructed views throughout the entire facility. A second OWSJ in the inverted 

position, reaches from the grandstand support north, defining the lobby, entry, and exterior 

space (Image 62). At its origin, this joist looks and acts like a regular OWSJ, but as it reaches 

toward the downtown, it slowly begins to dissolve, changing function from a structural support Image 62: Entry condition 
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for the roof above, to an open ceiling for the exterior space. Random tree-like steel columns 

support the inverted structure, producing an 'urban forest' on the north side of the grandstand, 

and creating an interesting exterior spatial condition, reminding urbanites of the natural 

topography to the south. The concrete support points, located at the crest of the river valley, 

then define the interior spaces of the facility below grade, while the columns supporting the 

grandstand become the unofficial entry into the facility from the north. 

F. Curtain Walls: 

The previously mentioned structural supports allow for the use of non-loadbearing 

exterior curtain walls, creating a transparency of space not often occurring in arena design. 

Normally, exterior arena walls are solid, conveying a feeling of exclusion and creating a barrier 

between the interior of the facility and the city. The strategy of the curtain wall suggests the 

opposite, as the facility opens itself up, welcoming the natural and urban surroundings in at 

every opportunity. 

This transparency also allows a sharing of interior and exterior space to occur on both 

the north and south elevations. On north side, the extension of the structure toward the 

downtown and the use of the curtain wall, creates a blurring between the interior lobby and the 

exterior public space. This much needed exterior urban hard-space would be used as a 

meeting place on game days, acting as the site for pro-game activities and 'tailgate' parties. 

During arena down time, events like a farmer's market or live outdoor entertainment would 

also bring people to the partially covered space, creating excitement and sense of place on 

the site, even on non-event days. 

On the river elevation, the extension of the structure from the earth, combined with the 

overhang of the roof plane, allows viewers outside the south facing curtain wall to feel like part 

of (and view) the interior of the facility (Image 63). Though only a small portion of the playing 

surface would be visible, no longer would any event in Saskatchewan Place truly be sold out 

(Image 64). 

Image 63: Exterior viewing 

Image 64: Knothole gang 
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Image 65: Saskatoon sunset 

The south façade would not only be perceived as being transparent, but it actually would 

be, consisting of two-story high glass garage doors acting more like a transparent screen than 

a wall. These doors would be opened during specific events, allowing free-flow access to the 

spectators from the riverbank below. At the same time, spectators in the grandstand would 

have a panoramic view of the river valley helping the indoor arena feel more like an outdoor 

facility with a roof. 

On the other hand, it is important to control the amount of light allowed to penetrate 

sports facilities, a condition which often results in the creation a black box style architecture. In 

this facility, the light from the south elevation would be controlled using translucent blinds, 

similar to those used at the University of Calgary Olympic Speed Skating Oval, effectively 

blocking out unwanted light, while still maintaining the original architectural idea. 

This elevation also has many other attributes, especially with respect to the horizontality 

of the land and the colours of the sky (Image 65). The impressive flatness of the prairies, 

combined with the breathtaking beauty of the sky at both dawn and dusk, creates a window 

above the landscape, extending linearly to the ends of the earth. The south façade would allow 

this inspiration to continue long after dark, as the lights from the facility would create a 

horizontal lantern and point of destination on the north shore of the riverbank. The reflective 

qualities of the curtain wall would also emphasize the rising and setting sun, highlighting the 

impressive natural experiences created through simple orientation and location (Image 66). 

4:1 

Image 66: Use of glass 
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GL The Buildings: 

The east and west elevations consist of simple buildings, providing private arena 

functions on the interior and public functions on the exterior. On the interior of these buildings, 

Ihave designed simple floor plans provding all of the necessary amenities for a building to 

operate, while the exterior remains solid and simple, juxtaposing the transparency of both the 

curtain wall and the free-form of the roof. Combined, I feel both designs demand simplicity, 

while maintaining an open-endedness and important degree of multi-functionality for future 

use-changes. 

The program supplied in these periphery buildings have a shared-use, as they are 

utilized by the public on both event and non-event days. The strength of their survival as 

independent programs is important, in that the future of one program is not solely dependent 

on the other, but that a shared use by both public and private would prove more economically 

viable and sustainable (Image 67). 

To the east, the buildings have been separated through their use and limited in height 

by the undulating roof above. Programatically, the south building consists of arena amenities 

(men's and women's washrooms and concessions) and change facilities for the outdoor rink 

at grade, a patio facing the river for the adjoining bar at +1 (level), and the artificial ice plant at 

-2. The central building houses the Saskatchewan Sports Hall of Fame at grade, a double 

high-sports bar at +1, and storage space at —2. The north building consists of arena amenities 

at grade with the remainder being a fitness facility, used by both athletes in Saskatchewan 

Place and the public (see CAD plans). 

To the west, the south building is a hotel sitting under the roof, making it possible for the 

public to occupy an arena, if only for a short time. The design of the hotel is consistent with the 

simple, utilitarian language of the buildings to the east, maximizing the number of rooms under 

the roof with a view of the playing surface, while still maintaining a simple architectural integrity. 

The north building consists of arena amenities. 

With regard to their development, it was never my intention to redesign a sports bar, 
42 

Image 67: Plan sketch 
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fitness facility or hotel, as each of these are Master's Degree Projects within themselves. I 

simply provided program which I felt was condusive to the arena, while also providing the 

basic design ideas which could provide these (or similar) services. 

Standing room only will be provided at the top of these facilities, greatly increasing the 

capacity of Saskatchewan Place, and continuing with the long-standing tradition of arenas in 

Saskatchewan and older stadiums around the world (Image 68). 

The space between the buildings and the roof provides an important architectural 

element. From the east, the curtain wall provides breaks around the buildings, allowing the 

roof to appear to float over the objects. From the west, the space between the roof and the 

objects provides views into the arena, making everyone in the immediate vicinity aware that a 

major event is taking place. The entire upper grandstand is also visible from the west, 

imparting an infectious sense of participation in a spectacle, causing one to wonder what it 

must be like to be inside (Image 69). 

H. Design Summary: 

Between the buildings and the grandstand, an interesting 'space between objects' is 

created. The playing surface itself is now located in an interstitial space, defined by objects 

and not walls. In this case, the functional perimeter buildings become partition objects to the 

east and west, while the grandstand becomes the partition object to the north. Just like a 

bridge is about connection, a wall is about separation, and the absence of walls in 

Saskatchewan Place helps the facility better connect with the outside environment. 

This logic forced me to rethink sport architecture, as many other facilities could exist 

without walls and between objects, examples such as a golf driving range between two 

buildings, or a tennis court on an empty street. The possibilities are many, and the results 

would be exciting, with only the static dimensions of the athletic surface itself guiding design. 

No longer would sports facilities be faceless, impersonal voids, but actual site specific space 

fillers in the urban context. 

Image 68: Standing room at 

Rutherford Arena (U of S Huskies) 

Image 69: View inside 
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Image 70: Aerial view 

RENDERINGS AND CAD DRAWINGS: 

Image 71: View from the east 
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Image 72: View from the southeast Image 73: View of the entry lobby 
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Image 74: View from the west 
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Image 75: View of the entrance from the north 
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1. saskatchewan place 2. drop off points J.  existing residential 
4. new residential 5. outdoor ice rink - skate park 6. covered dock 
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CONCLUSION: 
This project began in the mid-1 980's when the City of Saskatoon embarked on a project 

involving sport, design and life in Saskatchewan; three subjects which have had a profound 

impact in molding the person I am today. While this document will soon end, for me and many 

people in Saskatchewan, the topic will not, as the issue of location and design of the existing 

Saskatchewan Place it is still a passionate subject in and around Saskatoon. 

In the development of this project, I have discussed many issues important to the field of 

sport architecture. The first was the importance of sport in society and why 'the game' means so 

much to so many. Focusing more closely on the specific topic of hockey in Saskatchewan, 

allowed me to greater understand its iconic importance to society in the province. Using this 

understanding helped me to choose a site for the project in the heart of Saskatoon, a site equally 

as important to the city as the sport is to the people. 

From there, a breakdown of stadium and arena history showed how societal issues, cultural 

preferences, and technology, all helped to change the face of sport architecture as it evolved from 

generation to generation. This history showed that there were really no bad designs but poor 

design decisions, often times affecting not only the facility itself but the city as a whole. As time 

continues to pass, sport archtiecture will continue to change, adapt and evolve, following in the 

traditions of the past, and adding to it's already rich history. 

Inspirational projects also influenced my process, as many of the issues I faced in this 

project had already been successfully and elegantly resolved in the past. Using diverse projects 

such as the Olympiastadion, the SkyDome, and the Guggenheim, proved useful in my research, 

as each offered a different perspective in both architecture and urban design. 

But it was the site analysis which provided the most inspiration, as it showed the 

importance of establishing a connection between the river in the natural landscape, and the retail 

district in the urban core. This initial idea drove the development from the start, producing a parti 
sketch which served as the backbone for design, and the ended up being the main architectural 

element for the entire project. 

In the end, the design itself combines all of this previous information into one project, 

resulting in an architectural intervention in Saskatoon uniting hockey, history, the city and nature. SASKATCHEWAN 
P LAC .A Multi-Purpose Athletic 

I. .Facility In Saskatoon 
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Image 62: rendering by author 

Image 63: CAD drawing by author 

Image 64: Amy Sancetta, The StarPhoenix, Cl. 

Image 65: online: http://homepage.usask.cal.-ram555/EARTH/CanadalSkl 
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